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From: Cummings Bob
To: KING Rocky
Subject: WHY I YELL IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT
Date: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 2:53:27 PM
Importance: High
Sensitivity: Confidential


I appreciate hearing from you.  I hate to gripe so much, but some very, very basic things are missing
on a major complex effort, and we must be very cautious to not get so concerned about “making
progress” that we forget that if we don’t work off a plan, what we come up with may well not be
what we wanted.  Over the past 46+ years of doing IT work, I’ve learned that when I’m asked to do
something very complex, using very sophisticated methods and tools, in a much too short
timeframe, that the more time that I spend on planning and designing, BEFORE I charge off and
build the better off I am long-term.  When I’ve tried just putting my head down and working really,
really hard, I often got a “lot” done, but unfortunately very often, not all of it was usuable, and my
foundation was typically bad with respect to correcting the problems and moving forward.
 
It’s always better to have a great foundation and do less (but enough to meet the minimum initial
goals), then it is to do tons, but have a bad foundation.  If we have a great foundation (and plan) for
the business (and supporting IT), if we don’t get everything done by October 2013, we can always
go with the solid minimum that we do have, and then do a phase 2 and 3 to finish things up.  If we
panic and don’t plan and design well at the front end, we may well end up with “tons” of stuff,
most of which isn’t all that good, we’ll end up alienating our customers, making the newspapers,
AND THEN, we’ll have to try and fix the foundation (which is very difficult once much of the
“house” is already built, while fixing problems with the initial work we did, and trying to build
phases 2 and 3 upon a foundation that is poor.  I’ve been there before, and seen it many times
elsewhere.  THIS IS NOT WHERE WE WANT TO BE.  I THINK YOUR IT’ERS ARE BUILDING LONG
BEFORE THEY KNOW WHAT YOUR BUSINESS IS (OR THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE 11
DIFFERENT LINES OF BUSINESS).  The Oracle COTS and Agile development methodology give you
some flexibility to build “as you go” versus modeling and designing everything to the nth degree
before you start developing software, BUT THERE ARE LIMITS TO THIS FLEXIBILITY.  I THINK THE
IT’ERS ARE UNDER-ESTIMATING WHAT THEY NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE BUSINESS BEFORE
BEGINNING ITERATIONS 8-27 (or whatever number of iterations it takes), AND THEY ARE OVER-
ESTIMATING THE AMOUNT OF FLEXIBILITY THAT THE AGILE SDLC METHODOLOGY AND ORACLE
COTS PRODUCT WILL PROVIDE THEM TO “RE-DO” THINGS THAT WERE OVER-LOOKED IN PREVIOUS
ITERATIONS.
 
It is always better to build less on a solid foundation, than to build “lots more” on a weak
foundation.
 
It’s important that we remember that most of the team that is building the new HIX business and
who are utilizing the Oracle framework and OUM SDLC, do not have tons of experience in building
new businesses from scratch, or in using the framework and OUM.  They have lots of experience in
many areas, I’m sure, but what we’re trying to do in a very short timeframe is extremely difficult to
do, even when you’ve done something like this dozens of times before.  I personally have spent
lots of time flying many types of aircraft from sail planes to military jets.  That does not mean that I
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can step right into the cockpit of a F-22 or F-35 stealth fighter, and successfully complete a
mission.  We must recognize the limits of our experience, and when we are trying to do something
that is more complex and larger than what we’ve typically done in our career (or is driven by a
timeframe that would make even the simplest project difficult), that we do so carefully with lots of
planning.  We can’t afford to waste any time, and in particular we cannot afford to build parts of
the business or IT infrastructure, that ultimately have to be completely redone because they made
good sense at one point in our “design process,” but now that we’re much further down the
“trail,” we see that there were underlying requirements that we missed that now cause us real
problems (i.e. we really needed a three story house, but were planning and designing for a single
story house).  We simply don’t have time to “redo” (either on the business side with its processes)
or on the IT side with its “processes,” data, interfaces, etc.
 
This is my fundamental concern.  The fact that no one on either side of HIX can describe the basic
process of setting up the business (and its processes, business rules, and data), simultaneous with
the IT development cycle (SDLC), the 27 iterations, and the leveraging of Oracle’s COTS products to
each of the 11 lines of business (including the internal supporting processes), is very disconcerting
to me.  THIS IS SO FUNDAMENTAL TO A IT DEVELOPMENT PROJECT, THAT THE THOUGHT OF
PROCEEDING WITHOUT IT BEING FULLY UNDERSTOOD, PLANNED, AND THOUGHT OUT, KEEPS ME
UP LATE AT NIGHT.
 
Being on iteration 10 (the first 7 were building the factory and no real development was being
done), doesn’t mean anything if you don’t have an overall plan for all the iterations (from problem
definition to final product).  Iteration 10 could be building something that ultimately is of little or
no value (i.e. we build a bathtub for our new house and then find out that we only have room for a
shower).  You must have planning and definition (at some level) before you charge off building.  
DHS has recent examples where they ignored these basic rules (at some level) and the results were
not good (in fact, the results were the front page of the Oregonian).
 
This is why your QA and I gripe so much, so often.
 
I look forward to see what your team does in response to the QA’s and my concerns.  We are
running out of time (September is just around the corner) and legislators are asking me if things are
getting better or NOT.  Right now, I haven’t seen much evidence that the problems identified by
the LFO (and now Maximus) have received much attention.  It looks like business as usual to me, so
I must admit that I am quite concerned.
 
Were I running the show, I would have stopped both the program and IT efforts immediately after
the last JCLAIMT hearing, focused all my staff’s time on addressing the foundational issues that
were identified, and after the most critical problem areas were addressed, then return to work.  I
suspect that it would have taken 20-30 days of hard work to clean things up and to get plans in
place for making real progress.  Not everyone would have been happy, and folks would have
complained that we were wasting a lot of time in getting the LFO’s and Maximus concerns taken
care of, but in my opinion, your chances of success would have gone up 2-3 hundred percent, and
you could have focused the balance of the project on building the business and the IT software. 
Instead, the programming (via iterations) has continued without a solid business design (and







process relationship), SDLC, plan, schedule, etc.  We’ve spent a month or two of 125 people’s
efforts, and we have no way of knowing if the work is usable or if we will be ready in October
2013.  You can’t possible know either until you have a solid business/process model and a solid
workplan/schedule (based upon your plans, your business model, your clearly defined SDLC, etc.).
 
Your staff will tell you that things are looking good (and sincerely mean it), but if you have them
show you objective, independently verifiable evidence that supports their positive assertions, they
typically will not be able to show you clear, objective evidence that would provide any reasonable
man real confidence that we had made real progress against a solid plan that clearly documents all
the steps needed between now and October 2013 to bring up your business and the supporting IT
infrastructure.
 
I’ve reviewed a vast majority of your supporting documentation (business and IT), and I find little
solid evidence that even the project scope is well defined, much less that the project is clearly on
track and able to meet the October 2013 federal deadline.  I felt the same way about MMIS, OR-
Kids, eCourt, and OWIN/SRP over the past 3-4 years, and my concerns were ultimately born out.  IF
YOU DON’T HAVE A SOLID SCHEDULE (built on solid foundational supporting work), YOU DON’T
HAVE A PLAN THAT CAN BE USED TO DIRECT, OVERSEE, AND EVALUTE HOW YOU ARE DOING. 
 
FAILING TO PLAN, IS PLANNING TO FAIL.  BOTH THE PROGRAM AND IT “SIDES” OF HIX HAVE NOT
UTILIZED NEAR ENOUGH STAFF TO DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN THE NEEDED PROJECT MANAGEMENT
SUPPORT DOCUMENTS.  IT TYPICALLY WOULD TAKE A MINIMUM OF 5-6 FULL-TIME ONGOING
SENIOR IT’ERS TO MAINTAIN THE FOUNDATIONAL DOCS THAT HIX (BUSINESS AND IT) WOULD
NEED TO EFFECTIVELY PLAN, MONITOR, AND OVERSEE A PROJECT OF THIS SIZE.  To get caught up
with what is missing to date (particularly on the program side of HIX), it would take 3-5 more just
to do cleanup needed to get to where we should be.  Neither the program or IT are even remotely
using the level of PM resources.  PROJECTS ARE NOTORIOUSLY UNDER-STAFFED IN THE PM
ELEMENTS OF A MAJOR IT PROJECT.
 
Hope this further explain some of my key concerns.
 
 


Bob C.
 
Robert L. Cummings, Ph.D.
Principal Legislative Analyst - IT
Legislative Fiscal Office
900 Court St. NE, Room H-178
Salem, OR, 97301
 
Phone:  503-986-1841
FAX:     503-373-7807
 
 
From: King Rocky [mailto:rocky.king@orhix.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 11:21 AM







To: Cummings Bob
Subject: RE: Emailing: supreme_court_ruling_brings__234306.pdf
 
I know we haven't talked but I guarantee you that were working toward the right
things and will be coordinating the questions you have raised in your emails with the
questions raised by Maximus (not that different on the IT side) which we will be
sending to you as soon as we put our initial response in written form (not the
quality plan, but our initial take).  Should be to you next week.  
 
At your suggestion I am not becoming an IT guru but I am learning a few terms
that I can yell in the night.
 
r
 
 


Howard "Rocky" King


Executive Director


Oregon Health Insurance Exchange


3414 Cherry Avenue NE, Suite 190


Salem, Oregon  97303


503.508-4420


rocky.king@orhix.org


From: Cummings Bob [bob.cummings@state.or.us]
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 11:03 AM
To: King Rocky
Subject: RE: Emailing: supreme_court_ruling_brings__234306.pdf


It’s easy for Gartner to feel “certain” as they don’t have to develop an exchange and supporting
software over the next 15 months!
 
J
 
From: King Rocky [mailto:rocky.king@orhix.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 11:00 AM
To: Cummings Bob
Subject: RE: Emailing: supreme_court_ruling_brings__234306.pdf
 
.....it brings no certainty to me!
 
r
 
 


Howard "Rocky" King
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Executive Director


Oregon Health Insurance Exchange


3414 Cherry Avenue NE, Suite 190


Salem, Oregon  97303


503.508-4420


rocky.king@orhix.org


From: Cummings Bob [bob.cummings@state.or.us]
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 10:38 AM
To: Karjala Aaron; LAWSON CAROLYN; King Rocky
Subject: Emailing: supreme_court_ruling_brings__234306.pdf


fyi
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